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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this qualitative study was to demonstrate the need for quality 
training in the Residence Life setting at Eastern Illinois University. The study was also 
intended to assess the effects of training on a new Residence Hall Director's (RHD) job 
satisfaction, social connectedness, and confidence level. Personal interviews were 
conducted with two different groups of new staff members who participated in the 
Residence Hall Director training program at Eastern Illinois University. 
The 1995 cohort of interviewees (n=5) participated in the Fall, 1995 RHD training 
program. Interviews were designed to elicit feedback from trainees about their perception 
of the overall effectiveness of the training program in preparing them for the Residence 
Hall Director position. A new training program was then designed for Fall, 1996, 
incorporating all ideas for improvement given by this 1995 cohort. The new training 
program was implemented in August, 1996. Approximately two months after this new 
training program, the 1996 cohort of participants (n=5) were interviewed. This 1996 
cohort consisted of Residence Hall Directors who were new to their positions in Fall of 
1996. Interviews utilized a semi-structured interview protocol, which used standardized 
questions but allowed for clarification of responses when necessary. These interviews 
discussed the perceived effect the training program had on a trainee's social 
connectedness, confidence level, and job satisfaction. Social connectedness refers to the 
extent to which social and professional relationships are established among staff members. 
The other two factors, confidence level and job satisfaction, refer to a beliefin one's 
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ability to perform the job and the fulfillment of one's needs, wishes, and expectations 
about the job. 
Results of the interviews showed that the new program did appear to make a 
difference in terms of the participants' social connectedness, job satisfaction, and 
confidence. Respondents in the 1995 cohort were consistently dissatisfied with the 
training they had received. All five members of this group reported little or no increase in 
social connectedness, confidence level, or job satisfaction as a result of the training 
program. The 1996 cohort was much more positive about the training they had received. 
All five participants in the 1996 cohort reported an increase in social connectedness, 
confidence level, and job satisfaction. These five also attributed the increase in these 
variables directly to the training program. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Your success as a leader is measured by how well you enable your employees to 
achieve your and the organization's goals, to work up to their potentia~ ... and to 
identify and promote the well-being of the operation of which they are a part 
(Quick, 1985, p. 32). 
In the department of Student Housing at Eastern Illinois University, quality 
training of graduate Residence Hall Directors (RHD) is extremely important. The 
residence hall staff has a number of responsibilities, including: making sure buildings are 
maintained; advising student government and staff programming efforts; handling 
discipline; and counseling and mediating interpersonal conflicts and problems. Each of 
these duties requires specific skills, and each has the potential to greatly affect students in 
many ways. For example, students placed on disciplinary probation in the residence halls 
may have difficulty finding on-campus employment because of their discipline records. A 
RHD must know the judicial system to avoid being overly harsh in sanctioning students. 
Students seeking counseling from the RHD may become more upset if the RHD does not 
know how to help them or know when to refer them to the counseling center. Students 
may lose their housing space ifthe RHD handles room assignments incorrectly. For these 
and many other reasons, without the proper training a RHD could easily affect a student's 
self-esteem or sense of security. 
Aside from the way a Residence Hall Director may affect students, "there is 
probably a greater potential for legal liability in college and university housing than in any 
other area of student affairs" (Gehring, 1993, p.344). Numerous legal actions are initiated 
on college campuses in order to prove the Residence Life staff is responsible in cases of 
suicide, alcohol poisoning, injuries caused by poor facilities, and other forms of 
negligence. 
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With so many important areas ofresponsibility, it is not unusual for new RIIDs to 
experience anxiety related to their position. Because of the potential for liability, as well 
as the impact a RIID may have on students, it is crucial for RIIDs to be trained to make 
responsible decisions and effectively deal with students. This training should serve to 
improve the employee's confidence level and job satisfaction. Throughout the training, 
social connections with colleagues should also be made. These connections provide the 
staff member with a social outlet, emotional support, and resource persons to call for help. 
Training helps new staff members gain confidence and feel socially connected to the 
department. RIIDs who are connected to and satisfied with the department will likely 
perform their jobs much more effectively than those who do not feel the same level of 
satisfaction and connectedness (Herr & Strange, 1985). 
The point of this study was to examine the perceived effects of training on new 
Residence Hall Directors. It was designed to discover the impact of training on three 
crucial factors: job satisfaction, confidence, and social connectedness. Questions which 
guided the research were: 
1) Does training affect the staff member's feelings of job satisfaction? If so, which 
elements of training made a difference? 
2) Does training affect a staff member's feelings of confidence in performing his/her 
job? What could the training program have done to help staff members feel more 
confident? 
3) Does the training program help to make staff members feel socially connected to 
other members in the department? If so, which elements of training made a 
difference? 
4) What changes would staff members recommend for the improvement of future 
training programs'? 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Consistent in the literature on training and development is the finding that training 
is essential for new staff members in an organization. Many researchers have shown that 
inservice or preservice training has various benefits to a business or corporation. Some of 
these benefits include increased productivity, relationship building, and knowledge of 
position (Arthur, 1986; Bergman, 1995; Bisesi, 1993; Boumer, Martin & Race, 1993; 
Nash, 1985; Quick, 1985). In 1985, Michael Nash reviewed the results of207 psychology 
experiments conducted from 1971 to 1981. Each experiment used one or more 
psychological approaches to improve productivity in a work setting. One of the programs 
that worked best was training. Kozoll (1974), in a cross-sectional study of 30 training 
programs, found that successful training contained opportunities for social interaction, 
clearly stated expectations and assignments, positive feedback, and openness to questions. 
Some factors which were also addressed in the literature were the needs of individuals 
with different learning styles (Boumer et al., 1993; Goldstein, 1989), needs of disabled 
employees (Arthur, 1986), and needs of minority staff members (Arthur, 1986; Kozoll, 
1974). 
Adults are most willing to learn if they believe the information is useful or relevant 
to their needs (Daresh, 1988; Knowles, 1990; Sterns & Doverspike, 1989; Zemke & 
Zemke, 1981). It is important, then, that training encompass only information which is 
necessary for success in the trainee's position. When conducting inservice training for all 
employees, then, new and returning staff members should be split up at certain times 
during training. This will allow facilitators to present only information which is new and 
helpful to each group. Research also shows that people learn best over the span of a few 
days; information is lost if trainers try to teach too much information in a short time 
(Arthur, 1986; Boumer, Martin, & Race, 1993; Knowles, 1990; Zemke & Zemke, 1981). 
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When new staff members arrive for the job, it is important for someone in the 
department to put them at ease and establish rapport (Arthur, 1991 ). To accomplish this, a 
colleague or welcoming committee should stop by to offer assistance to the new staff 
members and help them get settled in the new work setting. The trainees should be given 
the opportunity to handle important paperwork, such as authorizations, identification 
pictures, and benefits, right away. Going over benefits and paperwork will set the 
trainees' minds at ease and let them know they are authorized to be paid. New trainees' 
first impressions should be those of a friendly and helpful staff. 
Literature also indicates that adult learners tend to be more relaxed when they 
know what to expect (Zemke & Zemke, 1981 ). For this reason, it is critical for trainers 
to give a brief overview of the training up front. If presented briefly and with enthusiasm, 
this can put the trainees' minds at ease and capture their interest. A schedule should be 
provided to all employees, listing the week's activities, where sessions are located, and 
what materials they should bring with them. 
At the start of the training program, the trainee should be taught the general 
philosophy of the department. An early session on departmental expectations, and 
perhaps even area expectations, would help lay ground rules. In presenting expectations, 
it is important for facilitators to be honest and to challenge staff members without 
overwhelming them (Nash, 1985). Because knowledge of departmental philosophy and 
expectations is so important to an employee's success, breaks should be provided in 
between sessions to allow trainees to absorb the information and to relax and socialize. 
Another important topic for training programs is goal-setting. Several studies have 
shown that goal setting energizes employees, gives them more focus, and makes them 
more productive (Locke, 1967; Nash, 1985; Quick, 1985). Further research has indicated 
that goal setting is crucial for new professionals (Coleman, 1990). For this session, the 
facilitator(s) should have a list prepared with some goals for the department. After 
sharing these basic expectations with the trainees, the presenter(s) should brainstorm with 
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the staff to come up with a few more. These goals should be specific, attainable, and 
purposeful (Hallenbeck, 1988; Nash, 1985; Quick, 1985). 
According to research, trainees should be given free time to complete "homework" 
for the next day's sessions. That way, participants go into the training sessions with some 
basic knowledge already. The homework, usually consisting of light reading, serves as a 
bridge to the next day of sessions and provides continuity to the training program (Sterns 
& Doverspike, 1989). 
An important factor in training new staff members is social interaction. Research 
says that one predictor of burnout in a work setting, particularly for female staff members, 
is a staff which has not developed good peer relationships (Herr & Strange, 1985). This 
"depersonalization" can result in higher degrees of emotional exhaustion for the staff 
members. On the other hand, staff members who feel connected to the group are more 
productive and have a stronger commitment to the organization's success (Janosiak & 
Janosiak, 1983; Parker, Grim & Miller, 1983). In order to make new staff members feel 
included and to help the staff work well together, it is important to integrate social events 
into the training program. 
One effective way to build relationships among staff members is through the use of 
a mentor, or buddy, system (Caldwell & Carter, 1993; Carruthers, 1993). The buddy 
system is set up to help new members feel welcome and give them at least one person to 
call for advice or assistance. Mentor-buddies are usually volunteers, and they should be 
carefully screened by the training committee to ensure positive relationships. Whenever 
possible, same-gender pairs should be formed to avoid any discomfort or speculation 
about the buddy relationship (Carruthers, 1993). If opposite-gender pairs are formed, 
mentor-buddies should be warned about sexual harassment issues and about maintaining a 
professional relationship with their buddies. 
In the Residence Life setting, another topic which should be addressed in training 
is how to advise student organizations. Because most RHDs are responsible for advising 
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either Hall Council, Residence Hall Association, or some other student group or 
committee, it is important that RHDs learn how to work with student groups. As stated 
by Dunkel & Spencer (1993) in the preface to Advice For Advisors, "As an advisor you 
will be impacting many students. It will be important that you know what you are doing" 
(p. viii). For new staff members, making the transition from student leader to advisor can 
be either a frustrating or rewarding experience (Boersig, 1993). For this reason, it is 
crucial to give new trainees the tools they need to be effective in this advisory role. 
In addition to the sessions m a training pro gram, evaluation of the pro gram is 
equally crucial. As one researcher put it, "We should evaluate for two reasons: (1) to see 
if the time and effort were worth it in terms of return for the organization, and (2) to see if 
there was a way of improving the training in the future" (Broadwell, 1988, p. 523). One 
of the most difficult things for a trainer to do is to uncover whether or not the sessions are 
helpful. This task is difficult because often the trainer is also the trainees' employer 
(Arthur, 1991 ). Therefore, trainees may be afraid to offend a new employer by giving 
negative feedback about the sessions. In order to elicit feedback, the trainer must create 
an open environment in which trainees feel comfortable giving their opinions. They must 
trust that giving an honest evaluation will not jeopardize their jobs in any way (Schwarz, 
1994). To accomplish this, evaluation could be conducted by someone who is not the 
"boss;" it could be done anonymously (i.e., a written evaluation form); or it could be an 
ongoing process. Each day, trainees could evaluate what they have learned and have the 
opportunity to ask any additional questions. These methods would alleviate the pressure 
to give a formal evaluation (Schwarz, 1994). Regardless of how the evaluation is 
facilitated, researchers agree that evaluation is one of the most important elements of 
training (Boumer et. al, 1993; Caldwell & Carter, 1993; Kozoll, 1974; Palmer, 1988; 
Quick, 1985). According to "The Student Learning Imperative: Implications for Student 
Affairs," "Student affairs must model what we wish for students: an ever increasing 
capacity for learning and self-reflection" (Astin et al., 1993). 
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Although there is research to support the benefits of training for the company or 
department, little has been done to evaluate the benefits of training for the trainees. Often, 
companies evaluate training programs in terms of dollars and cents. From this 
perspective, the point of evaluating the training program is to determine how much money 
the training program will save the company. This saving is often attributed to increased 
productivity, fewer mistakes, and other factors (Cocheu, 1993). What this type of 
evaluation does not determine is the benefits of the training program on the employees. 
As one researcher put it, ''not enough!trainers] even go as far as the dollars-and-cents 
evaluation, but even when we do, it may be like measuring the mileage on a car without 
also knowing how well it was tuned up or how good the spark plugs are" (Broadwell, 
1988, p. 523). More research needs to be done to ascertain the benefits of training to 
employees. By determining how training affects an employee's job satisfaction, social 
connectedness and confidence level, this study has attempted to evaluate training 
programs from the perspective of the trainees instead of the trainer. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose ofthis study was to design and implement a new training program for 
the department of Residence Life at Eastern Illinois University and to evaluate its 
effectiveness. The study sought to clarify the effects of preservice training on job 
satisfaction and on the employee's confidence level. Another factor being studied was 
how training affects employees' feelings of social connectedness to their colleagues. 
Moreover, the study was meant to uncover shortcomings of the training program and 
areas in which future training programs could improve. 
This study critically examined how training makes a difference in an employee's 
confidence level, job satisfaction and connectedness in the university setting. The 
following hypotheses were formulated: 
1) Participants would express that the training they received helped them feel socially 
connected to other staff members in the department. 
2) Participants would indicate that training prepared them for certain aspects of their 
jobs, making them more confident in their abilities to perform their Hall Director 
duties. 
3) Participants would state that they were more satisfied in their positions since they 
took part in the training program. 
In addition to finding out what areas needed improvement for Residence Hall Director 
training, the study was designed to elicit feedback from participants about how training 
sessions could be improved in the future. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS 
Residence Hall Director refers to a master's or specialist level graduate student 
employed in the department of Residence Life at Eastern Illinois University. Duties ofthis 
staff member include: either supervising or co-supervising undergraduate staff members; 
serving as a judicial hearing officer; acting as a paraprofessional counselor; and handling 
numerous other managerial and administrative tasks within the building in which he or she 
is employed. RHDs are supervised by full-time staff members who are in charge of their 
building or area (combination of buildings). A copy of the 1996 RHD job description is 
included as Appendix A. 
RHD Training Program refers to an eight-day preservice training program for 
Residence Hall Directors. This program is planned and implemented by staff members of 
the Department of Housing and Dining Services at Eastern Illinois University. A copy of 
the training schedule from 1995 is included as Appendix B. The 1996 training program is 
included as Appendix C. 
Confidence refers to a beliefin one's ability to perform his or her job. 
Job Satisfaction pertains to the fulfillment of one's needs, wishes, and expectations 
about his or her position. 
Social Connectedness refers to the extent to which one has established social or 
professional relationships among the Residence Life staff. This also refers to the extent to 
which one feels comfortable socializing with colleagues in the department. 
Shortcomings refers to areas which the training program did not address. These 
are areas which were expected and/or needed, and should be considered in future training 
programs. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
METHOD 
Sample 
Interviews were conducted with two different samples. The first interview 
participants consisted of five Residence Hall Directors at Eastern Illinois University who 
were new to their positions in the Fall of 1995. Two out of the five were new to Eastern 
Illinois University. Ages of the participants ranged from 22 to 24. Four of the RHDs had 
undergraduate experience in Residence Life. All of these individuals took part in the Fall, 
1995 training program in Residence Life at Eastern Illinois University. 
The 1996 cohort of interview participants was new to the Residence Hall Director 
position in the Fall of 1996. They all took part in the Fall, 1996 training program, which 
was different from the previous year's training program. All five participants in the 1996 
cohort had undergraduate experience in Residence Life. Ages ofthis group ranged from 
22 to 28. Four out of the five interviewees had attended Eastern Illinois University for 
their undergraduate studies. 
Methodolology 
In the summer of 1996, interviews were conducted with the five staff members 
who had been trained in the Fall 1995 program. These five participants had been in their 
Residence Hall Director positions for one school year. Before the interviews took place, 
anonymity was guaranteed to all interviewees. Participants were asked to reflect upon the 
training they had received in the Fall of 1995. To help them remember the training 
program, each participant was provided one week in advance of the interview with the 
training schedule from the previous year. 
The semi-structured interview protocol was designed to elicit feedback about 
different aspects of the training program. Personal interviews were tape-recorded and 
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utilized standardized questions designed specifically for this project. Although the 
questions were standardized, the interviewer asked participants to elaborate on some 
responses. Participants were given plenty oftime to consider their answers; responses 
were not timed. All questions were pilot-tested on an undergraduate student staff member 
in the residence halls to insure item clarity. The interview questions are included as 
AppendixD. 
Topical areas addressed in the interviews included social connectedness to 
colleagues, confidence level, job satisfaction, and general reactions to the training 
program. Throughout the interviews, participants were encouraged to talk about 
shortcomings of the training program and offer suggestions for improving future 
Residence Life training programs at Eastern Illinois University. 
After these interviews took place, all ideas offered by participants were 
incorporated into a new training program. A number of sessions were added to address 
perceived problem areas from the year before. The training program consisted of six and 
one half days of training, which was the same time frame as the previous year. Some 
programs which were added to the new training program were a mentor system in which 
new staff members were paired with returning staff members; judicial affairs training and 
role-playing; training on basic counseling skills; diversity and sensitivity training and 
exercises; and a session in which RHDs toured the complex in which they would be 
working. 
Each year, the Residence Life training program has included a one-day retreat to a 
hotel in the area. For the Fall, 1995 training, the retreat was held at the Holiday Inn in 
Mount Vernon, Illinois. In terms of recreational facilities, the Holiday Inn had a 
swimming pool and a lounge for participants to enjoy during their free time. For the Fall, 
1996 training program, the retreat location was changed to the Brown County Inn in 
Nashville, Indiana. The Brown County Inn offered several recreational facilities, including 
a miniature golf course; tennis, volleyball and basketball courts; a swimming pool; and a 
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Karaoke bar. For those who were not athletically or musically inclined, the Inn was within 
walking distance of over 200 small specialty shops in the city of Nashville. An extra day 
and night stay was also added to the retreat. By lengthening the retreat and changing its 
location, the training committee hoped to facilitate more social interaction and make staff 
members feel welcome and appreciated. Numerous planned icebreakers and social 
activities were also added to the retreat and to the training program. These planned social 
activities were mandatory for all staff members to insure that everyone would participate. 
Another change to the 1996 training program was to add more job-related 
information to each of the sessions. The most often-reported concern from the 1995 
cohort group was that the sessions did not provide enough information. For the new 
training program, all presenters were sent a memo asking them to incorporate certain 
topical areas into their presentations. This was done to insure that the content of the 
sessions was thorough and that sessions addressed concerns from the year before. An 
example copy of a memo sent to presenters is included as Appendix G. 
Before the 1996 training program, the training schedule was shared with 
participants to allow for any last minute suggestions. Once all ideas were incorporated 
into the program, the Fall, 1996 training schedule was finalized. 
Beginning August 1, 1996, the new training program was conducted for all 
graduate and full-time staff members in the department of Residence Life at Eastern 
Illinois University. Every staff member actively took part in all of the sessions. A copy of 
the new training schedule is included in Appendix C. 
Approximately two months after the new training program, tape-recorded personal 
interviews were conducted with the five new Residence Hall Directors in the pro gram. 
This time delay allowed participants to become accustomed to their new positions and to 
find out on their own about areas training did not address. As with the first group 
interviewed, these participants were guaranteed anonymity at the beginning of the 
interviews. Participants were asked to report their perception of the overall effectiveness 
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of the training, their perceived levels of preparedness for their jobs after training, and their 
feelings of connectedness to colleagues. The semi-structured interview protocol for the 
1996 cohort of interviews was identical to the protocol for the 1995 cohort. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
DATA ANALYSIS 
No verbal data were analyzed for patterns, categories or themes until after each 
respondent looked over the transcript of his or her interview. Each participant was given 
the opportunity to make changes to the transcript and return it to the researcher. Once all 
signed copies of the transcripts had been returned, data were analyzed. 
Verbal data were analyzed using categorization of responses into the topical areas 
of social connedtedness, confidence level, job satisfaction, and general reactions to the 
training program. Each transcript was color-coded and unidentified to guarantee 
anonymity. For each interview question, participants' responses were grouped with those 
of other participants in search of commonalities. The color coding allowed the researcher 
to delineate between different participants' responses. Common categories within each 
sample were then grouped into emerging themes for interpretation (Schumacher & 
Macmillan, 1993). Lastly, these categories and themes compared responses of the 1995 
cohort to those of the 1996 cohort. 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
RESULTS 
Social Connectedness 
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The first variable measured was social connectedness. Social connectedness refers 
to friendships among staff members, support systems, mentor relationships, and social and 
professional contact persons. Participants were asked to evaluate whether the training 
program assisted them in making these types of social connections. 
Friendships 
In the 1995 cohort, all five staff members indicated they did not think the training 
promoted the development of friendships among the staff. Four out of five interviewed 
said they chose not to attend the planned social events during the training program. The 
three reasons which were given for this choice were, "I don't think that kind of social 
atmosphere was encouraged;" they did not think anyone else was going to be there; and 
there was not enough time for social interaction. Comments included, ''you were so tired 
from training and you had stuff to do in your building," and "there really wasn't much time 
for that." Regarding the social interaction that did take place, all five participants felt this 
interaction took place during the free time between sessions, not during the training 
program itself. 
The 1996 cohort interviewed had different responses with regard to social 
connectedness. All five individuals said they believed the training program was conducive 
to the formation of friendships among the staff. Four out of the five referred to new 
friendships they formed during training, and the fifth referred to professional relationships 
formed. One staff member commented, "[The training program] made a lot of new 
friendships, as well as taught us how to work with one another." Another remarked, "It 
was just so much interaction that it forced you, it got you out there [to meet people]." 
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Other comments included, "it gave people the opportunity to get together right away," 
and "I had time to socialize with everyone." 
Support System 
When the 1995 cohort was asked if training helped them establish a support 
system, two out of five said no. The other three said they believed they developed a little 
bit of a support system, but they believed it was mostly due to people reaching out to them 
personally, not as a direct result of the training program. When these three were asked if 
the support system they established was more of a friendship or professional relationship, 
two of the three reported having more of a professional relationship than a friendship. The 
other stated that the support system was more of a friendship, and that the friendship was 
formed outside of the training program. 
In the 1996 cohort, responses were different. When asked if training helped them 
establish a support system, all five among the 1996 cohort stated that the training program 
did help them do this. When asked what kind of support system they were referring to, all 
five said they developed both social and professional support systems. One staff member 
said, "I feel comfortable and I enjoy spending time with [my colleagues], but I [also] 
definitely feel comfortable calling if I have questions." Other participants made comments 
such as, "I do feel really comfortable calling other people," and "with some people I have 
more of a friendship and a working relationship with others." 
Mentor Relationships 
In terms of assistance in establishing a mentor relationship with someone on staff, 
three out of five interviewed from the 1995 cohort said they had no mentor( s) after the 
training program. One staff member stated, "I didn't feel like there was much of a support 
system or a mentor system ... I was really scared when I came in." Another staff member 
said the training did not help in establishing a mentor relationship, and this person 
remarked, "I definitely needed direction ... I needed someone to be right there with me." 
One staff member observed, "You just felt bad asking questions." Both staff members 
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who did have mentor relationships indicated they had already developed those 
relationships before the training had begun. 
All five interviewed in the 1996 cohort agreed that the training program did help 
them establish a mentor relationship with someone on staff. Four out of five commented 
that the assigned buddy system helped them do this, and four out of five said they 
developed more than one mentor during the training program. All five reported benefits 
they gained from the mentorships. Some of these benefits included: having a role-model 
to look up to; having someone help them with assigned tasks; having someone to socialize 
with; having someone to talk to about problems or to ask questions; and having a resource 
person to call upon. 
Confidence Level 
In terms of confidence levei there was also a difference in responses from one 
group to the next. Confidence refers to an employee's belief in his or her ability to 
perform the job. For the purpose of measuring confidence levei four different questions 
were asked. The degree of difference in responses between the 1995 cohort and the 1996 
cohort varied according to each question asked. 
Knowledge About Position 
In order to be confident in their abilities to perform the Hall Director job, 
employees need to know what the job entails. The first question asked was, ''To what 
extent did training increase your knowledge about your position and responsibilities?" In 
response to this question, the 1995 cohort reacted differently about the training than the 
1996 cohort. In the 1995 cohort, all five participants said they did not receive enough 
information during the training program about their position and responsibilities. All five 
referred to getting some general information during the training program but thought they 
needed more specific information. Some responses included, ''there was nothing really in-
depth that would make me feel comfortable enough to start the year," "I don't think it was 
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very thorough," and "I don't think training directly told me what I needed to know." 
Another participant stated that the information was handed out in the form of written 
materials, but it was not presented during the training. Yet another response was, "I think 
I actually left [the training program] with very little job training." 
The 1996 cohort responded differently regarding the information they received. 
All five participants said the training program did increase their knowledge about their 
position and responsibilities, but the extent to which their knowledge was increased varied 
with each respondent. One participant said, "I think it really helped a lot, because there 
were more things to do than I ever realized." Another said, "I got [the information] we 
needed." All five in the 1996 cohort also indicated that they could not fully understand 
the information they learned until they applied it in their jobs. One participant said, "It 
increased my knowledge greatly ... it prepared me for what I was going into but at the 
same time, you don't really know your responsibilities until you jump into the job." 
Another mentioned, "It was a basis to get started on ... you are not going to learn 
everything you need to know for the job during any training until you do [the job] and 
actually apply it." 
Hall Opening 
Shortly after training, the first major responsibility given to Residence Hall 
Directors is to open their buildings for the students to move in. In order to open the hall, 
there are many tasks which must be accomplished first, such as: training a staff; making 
sure all maintenance has been taken care of; making sure facilities are cleaned; stocking 
the safe with money for the front desk; conducting an inventory of all desk equipment; and 
numerous other tasks. For the next question regarding confidence level, participants were 
asked, "Did the training program make you feel prepared to open your hall? Why or why 
not?" Once again, the majority of the participants in the 1995 cohort expressed 
dissatisfaction with the training program. Four out of five in the 1995 cohort answered 
that they were not prepared for hall opening. The four who said no attributed this lack of 
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preparedness to shortcomings in the training program. All four stated that they did not 
know what to do to open a hall. Topical areas they did not feel were addressed included: 
activity fees collected from students (how much to collect, who gets the money, how to 
deposit it); problems which may occur during opening; paperwork which needs to be 
done; and check-in procedures. One staff member expressed a number of concerns about 
hall opening: 
I didn't know a lot about my building. You know, the physical structure, 
where things were kept, how my R.A.s would have done rounds, things 
specific to the hall. I don't think I was ready. My office wasn't ready. As 
far as the [complex] in general, I didn't really know the desk procedures. I 
figured out check-in procedures as we went. Panther Pals, I didn't utilize 
them properly because I didn't really know what their role was, or what 
they were expected to do. The hall council people that returned, I really 
didn't know what to use them for. 
In contrast to the 1995 cohort, all five in the 1996 cohort said they were prepared 
for hall opening. Three out of five, however, felt they were rushed in regard to getting 
things ready to open their halls. One staff member indicated, "I would like more of what 
we had." Two respondents believed they needed more time in between the training 
program and hall opening. They felt they knew the information about how to open their 
halls, but did not feel there was adequate time to prepare for hall opening. 
Confidence 
Two questions were asked in order to ascertain whether the training pro gram 
increased or decreased each trainee's confidence level. First, participants were asked, 
"Would you normally consider yourself a confident person?" Second, they were asked, 
"Did the training program help you gain confidence in your abilities to perform your duties 
as a Residence Hall Director'?" 
In the 1995 cohort, three out of five said they would normally classify themselves 
as confident. The other two said they would not normally consider themselves confident; 
one said "not terribly confident" and the other said "not really [confident]." Whether they 
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were normally confident or not, all five in the 1995 cohort indicated that they lacked 
confidence after the training pro gram. Comments made by the three staff members who 
are normally confident included, "I didn't feel confident at all," "I really felt like that 
[confidence] came later," and "I definitely lacked confidence when I started." One staff 
member expressed this lack of confidence in the following way: 
I didn't know hardly anything. I had a specific duty to do in my hall, and I 
was clueless. I had to go search out people, like some of my R.A.s, who 
knew what the job entailed. I wasn't really trained at all to prepare myself 
for this position. 
Comments made by the two staff members who are not normally confident were similar to 
those mentioned above. One stated, "I don't think training really boosts your confidence." 
The other commented, "I wouldn't say it made me more confident." 
In the 1996 cohort, all five staff members said they would normally consider 
themselves confident. Out of the five participants, three staff members reported an 
increase in their level of confidence. One of these three indicated this confidence boost 
had to do with specific areas of the job, such as ethical decision-making, staff support, and 
ability to do the job. After the program was over, this person told a friend, "I can do this. 
I have looked through this [information], and I can make it happen!" Another staff 
member said, "My confidence level has really increased." The third staff member who 
reported an increase in confidence stated, "Speaking with everybody right away in the job 
gives you a mold to follow, lets you kind of bond [with the staff]. All those things were 
included in the discussions, meetings, and stuff like that." The staff member who 
reported no increase in confidence replied, "A sense of confidence -- that can only be 
established after work, I think." The fifth participant had mixed feelings about whether 
their confidence was increased. This person said, "Any knowledge is going to boost 
confidence," but they also said, "I think because I was so overwhelmed, I felt a little less 
confident. People can tell you things, but until you do it, it is really hard to feel like you 
know what is going on." 
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Job Satisfaction 
In order to determine whether the training increased the participants' job 
satisfaction, questions posed were similar to those used to determine confidence level. 
The term 'job satisfaction" pertains to the fulfillment of one's needs, wishes and 
expectations about his or her position. 
Learning Needs 
The first two questions were meant to uncover whether the participants' needs 
were met during the training program. They were, "To what extent did the training 
program offer a sufficient range of sessions to teach you what you needed to know for the 
job?" and "What did you need to learn during training that was not covered?" In response 
to this question, both the 1995 and 1996 cohort pointed out areas which training did not 
adequately address. In the 1995 cohort, all five participants said the training covered 
some information, but that a lot of information was left out or was not thoroughly 
addressed. All five of them said they did not feel training offered a sufficient range of 
sessions to teach them what they needed to know. This 1995 cohort highlighted 20 total 
areas which they did not feel were addressed in the training pro gram. These areas are 
listed below: 
1) University policies 
2) Judicial actions: how to deal with students 
3) Balancing a checkbook, receipts, and other financial records 
4) Advising Hall Council 
5) Role of the RHD in relation to other departments within the university 
6) Role of the RHD in his or her facility 
7) Night Assistants 
8) How to manage the hall reception desk 
9) How to manage the residence hall computer labs 
10) Weekly deposits: how to do them, when, and how often 
11) Diversity and sensitivity 
12) How to handle residents who do not like you 
13) How to handle housing assignments 
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14) Supervising student staff 
15) Who to ask for certain questions 
16) Hall Secretary: their role, who supervises the~ how to work with them 
17) Day-to-day specifics: what to do in the office, what is expected each day 
18) Office hours: how many hours per week are expected 
19) Staff meetings: when to have the~ agendas, expectations for meetings 
20) Relationship to Building Service Workers (BSW) and Dining Service staff 
In the 1996 cohort, all five participants said the training program did offer enough 
sessions, and that enough information was covered. However, four out of the five in the 
1996 cohort said they wanted more practical information on how to apply what they had 
learned. Some suggestions they offered for doing this were case studies, walking them 
through specific situations, and more personal information on how to deal with people. 
Only three topical areas were mentioned: supervising, how to work with Night Assistants, 
and maintenance. In all three areas, the participants said the information was covered, but 
not in a way which was specific enough for their needs. 
Clear Expectations 
The third question in reference to job satisfaction had to do with expectations of 
the Residence Hall Counselor. Participants were asked, "Did the training program give 
you a clear idea of what was expected of you? How or why not?" In the 1995 cohort, 
two out of five participants said no, they did not have a clear idea of what was expected. 
One replied, "We were never told exactly what we were supposed to be doing." The 
other three had mixed feelings about the expectations. These three participants indicated 
that they knew what their responsibilities were, but were unclear about what each 
responsibility entailed. One participant had a good idea about the facility they worked in, 
but not about the general expectations of the department of Residence Life. 
While all five members ofthe1996 cohort said they felt the expectations were 
clear, two of the five said there were some "gray areas" in terms of expectations. Three 
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out of the five felt the expectations were clear, and they did not have any confusion with 
regard to what was expected of them 
Satisfied With Decision To Work in Residence Life 
Participants were also asked, "Did the training make you more satisfied with your 
decision to work in the EID Department of Residence Life? In what ways or why not?" 
This question was meant to get an idea of how participants felt about their jobs directly 
after the training program. In the 1995 cohort, four out of five said the training program 
had the opposite effect; they were less satisfied after the training. Three of those who said 
no said they felt overwhelmed, and they did not know what they were doing. Two of 
them questioned whether they made the right decision about working in the department of 
Residence Life. One stated, "I was questioning why I moved [here], why I took the job. 
If anything, I was not satisfied at all." The fifth respondent had a different experience. 
This person remembered feeling upbeat and positive after the training program, and this 
they attributed to the nice people in the department. 
Out of the participants in the 1996 cohort, three said the training program 
definitely made them feel more satisfied with their decision to work in Residence Life. 
Each of the three cited different reasons for this increase in satisfaction. One was 
"impressed and pleased with the training and the overall sense of direction that the 
department had taken on." Another reported, "I see myself as an equal now ... and that 
was definitely not established coming in." The third attnbuted the increase in satisfaction 
to the "social aspect." This person said, "I got to meet everybody. I felt I was part of the 
group ... I was happy with my decision." In contrast, two staff members did not believe 
the training increased their satisfaction. One reported, "It had the negative effect. I was 
still in awe." The other stated, "The training made me feel more prepared and more 
comfortable," but this person was "already excited and really wanted to work here." 
Enthusiasm About Beginning Job 
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Similarly, the last question regarding job satisfaction asked about the participant's 
level of enthusiasm. The question was, "To what extent did training increase or decrease 
your enthusiasm about beginning your job?" In both groups, all 10 participants reported 
that they were enthusiastic about beginning their jobs. In the 1995 cohort, however, four 
out of five participants attributed this increased enthusiasm to being excited about the 
students coming to campus, not to the training program. One staff member stated that 
they were already excited about the upcoming school year, and that training did not 
increase this enthusiasm. 
In the 1996 cohort, all five said their level of enthusiasm did increase with the 
training program. Moreover, all five attributed this increased enthusiasm directly to the 
training program. Four people said they were more enthusiastic because they had more 
information and, "I knew I could do it." The other said, "After going through training 
and just seeing everything evolve, it was really neat. Even as a newcomer, I was excited!" 
General Reactions 
In addition to questions regarding social connectedness, confidence level, and job 
satisfaction, participants were asked for their general reactions to the training they had 
received. They were also asked for suggestions for improving future training programs. 
In the 1995 cohort, three of the five said they did not feel they were given enough 
information. These three felt they were given a general overview of the information, but 
the training was not thorough. Comments included, "they didn't really teach me 
anything," "I was kind of confused about everything," and "I think that things could have 
been covered better." The other two had similar comments. One said, "I felt like it was 
kind of thrown together." The other said, "I didn't know that I wasn't getting proper 
training, until I started getting into things. Then I realized I had a lot I could have 
learned." 
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General reactions in the 1996 cohort were different from the 1995 cohort. Three 
out of five said they were impressed with the training program, and three felt the training 
program gave them a good foundation of information for the job. One staff member 
reported feeling drained after the training program, and wanted more time in between the 
training program and the beginning of the job. The fifth participant said, "My initial 
response was that it was very weak." This person reported that in a previous job, the 
training program had been longer and more in-depth. However, this same staff member 
said, "It prepared me. I got a lot from it. But I wasn't focusing on that at the time." 
Three out of five commented that they really liked the activities, games and socials which 
were built into the training. Three out of five said they thought that going away on a 
retreat was a great idea. 
Suggestions For Improvement 
When asked how future training programs could be improved, different staff 
members had different ideas. Two said to focus on the basics and to include more 
information about the most immediate tasks. Some of these tasks they referred to were 
hall opening, expectations, goal-setting, and how to start the year. Three participants 
commented that there should be more social interaction, and one commented that a 
mentor program was needed. Two staff members mentioned the need for more training 
on multicultural diversity and one mentioned the need for information on race relations 
within the residence hall environment. Two staff members pointed out the need for more 
training about the judicial system and how to facilitate a judicial hearing. 
When asked for suggesions to improve future training programs, the 1996 cohort 
also had a lot of ideas. Some suggested topical areas included: tips for making the 
transition to a new job; more counseling skills; and more sensitivity training. Two staff 
members mentioned getting a better speaker for the diversity session. One participant 
mentioned that returning staff should be careful of using terms like "new people," and that 
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trainers should make sure sessions start on time. Another thing which was mentioned was 
the scheduling of sessions; two people commented that the sessions during the retreat ran 
too late into the evening. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
DISCUSSION 
The participants in the 1996 cohort seemed to benefit from the new training 
program with regard to all three dependent categories: social connectedness, confidence 
level, and job satisfaction. The 1995 cohort, who participated in the training program in 
1995, consistently reported dissatisfaction with the training program. This dissatisfaction 
was reflected in their responses to virtually all of the questions. The 1996 cohort, on the 
other hand, had different reactions to the training program. Almost all of the responses in 
the 1996 cohort were positive in regard to the training they had received. This group 
participated in the 1996 training program, which had been modified according to 
suggestions from the 1995 cohort. 
The factor which seemed most affected by the new training program was social 
connectedness. In the 1995 cohort, the majority reported that the training did not help 
them establish friendships, develop a support system on the staff, or find a mentor. In the 
1996 cohort, responses were different. All five participants in the 1996 cohort reported 
that the training program did help them establish friendships, develop a support system, 
and find at least one mentor. This 1996 cohort referred to the social connections they had 
made again and again throughout their interviews. 
Confidence level, the second factor, was more difficult to evaluate. The responses 
to this question were also different from the 1995 cohort to the 1996 cohort. In the 1995 
cohort, all five participants said they did not receive enough information during the 
training program, and four out of five did not feel prepared to open their buildings. After 
the training program, all five said they lacked confidence in their abilities to perform their 
jobs. Of these five participants, three would normally describe themselves as confident 
people. 
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In regard to these questions about confidence, the 1996 cohort was much more 
positive about the training program. All five in this group believed the training program 
increased their knowledge about their position. All five in the 1996 cohort also said they 
were prepared for hall opening. When asked if the training program increased their level 
of confidence, three out of five reported an increase in their confidence level. When these 
staff members were asked if they would normally describe themselves as confident, all five 
said yes. Participants from the 1996 cohort appeared to be more content with the 
information they received than the 1995 cohort, which resulted in a higher level of 
confidence. 
The main reason cited by the 1995 group for their lack of confidence was a lack of 
information. This lack of information made them feel emotions such as "confused" and 
"clueless." Conversely, the 1996 group attributed their increase in confidence to the 
training program. The increase in job related information given to the 1996 cohort seemed 
to help them develop a higher confidence level and to feel more prepared to begin their 
jobs. 
A similar result occurred with regard to job satisfaction. In the 1995 cohort, 
participants all indicated that the training program did not offer a sufficient range of 
sessions. This group pointed out 20 different areas which the trianing program did not 
address to their satisfaction. In the 1996 cohort, all five participants said the training 
program did offer a sufficient range of sessions. This 1996 group only referred to three 
areas which were not adequately covered, two of which were covered but apparently not 
in enough detail. 
In terms of knowing what was expected of participants, responses varied in both 
groups. In the 1995 cohort, two said expectations were unclear, while three said they 
knew what was expected of them but did not have enough information about what each 
responsibility entailed. In contrast, all five participants in the 1996 cohort felt the 
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expectations of them were clear, but two felt there were some "gray areas" which needed 
to be addressed. 
Four of five participants in the 1995 cohort also reported that the training program 
made them less satisfied with their decision to work in Residence Life at Eastern Illinois 
University. The majority in the 1996 cohort, however, said the training program 
defmitely made them more satisfied with their decisions to work in Residence Life. All l 0 
participants reported that they were more enthusiastic about beginning their jobs after the 
training program. In the 1995 cohort, all of them attributed this enthusiasm to factors 
outside of the training program. In the 1996 cohort, all five directly attributed this 
increase in enthusiasm to the training program 
Because there were more educational sessions in the second training pro gram, the 
1996 cohort was more positive about their overall feelings of preparedness. The 1995 
cohort, however, did not feel as prepared as the 1996 cohort. 
An emerging theme from the interviews was that the two groups seemed to have 
different locus of control. While some of the same concerns were expressed in both the 
1995 cohort and the 1996 cohort, attributions given by each group varied. The 1995 
cohort consistently seemed to feel the training program was responsible for their lack of 
information, while the 1996 cohort took the responsibility for any confusion about what 
they had been taught. The 1996 cohort consistently said the training provided them 
enough information; they believed they just needed to apply this information they learned 
to fully understand their jobs. Hence, in the 1995 cohort, the participants alluded to an 
external locus of contra~ while the 1996 cohort seemed to have more of an internal locus 
of control. More research would need to be conducted to test the accuracy ofthis 
observation. 
This study attempted to draw a line between social connectedness, 
confidence level, and job satisfaction. The data showed, however, that these three factors 
were closely related. Many of the responses given with regard to one factor mentioned at 
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least one other factor. For example, when asked why they thought the training made them 
more confident, one staff member replied that the social relationships formed helped to 
boost their confidence. It is possible, then, that participants learned more information 
because they had a support system for answering questions, helping them with tasks, etc .. 
More research needs to be done regarding each of these factors in order to determine the 
relationship among social connectedness, confidence levei and job satisfaction. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
LIMITATIONS OF STUDY 
This study had several major limitations. First, the findings of this study were 
specific to the Residence Hall Director training pro gram at Eastern Illinois University. 
Without further research, results are not generalizable to other institutions. Second, the 
author of the study was also the interviewer. As a result, the author's age and position in 
the department may have had an effect upon answers given by the respondents. Third, the 
time span between the training and the interviews was different for the two groups. 
Responses given by the 1996 cohort may have been different if they had been interviewed 
after one school year. For better accuracy ofresults, this time frame should have been the 
same. Fourth, some RHDs run their own buildings, while others share this responsibility 
with at least one other person. This study did not attempt to determine whether 
confidence level and/or job satisfaction were correlated with the amount ofresponsibility a 
staff member has. Fifth, research has not been done on how training affects a Residence 
Hall Director's job satisfaction, social connectedness, or confidence. For this reason, the 
study cannot be compared to previous research for interpretation. More studies will need 
to be done to test the authenticity of these findings. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
This study is important in that has attempted to examine the impact of training in 
relation to some new factors: confidence level, job satisfaction, and social connectedness. 
In order to determine the effectiveness of training, it is imperative that departments 
evaluate the effects of their current training practices on new staff members. 
A Residence Hall Director has the potential to greatly impact students, and the 
legal vulnerability of the RHD position is immense. For these reasons, in-depth training is 
needed in Residence Life. RHDs should be taught the "nuts and bolts" they need to 
perform their duties; they should be taught about judicial, legal and ethical issues in 
housing so they can make appropriate choices; and they should have adequate time to 
prepare for hall opening so they are ready to assist students. By making sure adequate 
training is implemented, a department can insure that its members are satisfied, confident, 
and capable of performing the RHD position. 
The results of this study may help Residence Life departments understand the 
importance of effective training programs. Research in this area will help departments 
improve training efforts and adopt strategies to ensure staff members' job satisfaction and 
confidence. 
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APPENDIX A: 
RESIDENCE HALL DIRECTOR (GRADUATE ASSISTANT) JOB 
DESCRIPTION 
Reports to: 
Appointment: 10 or II month 
Supervision: Direct - Resident Advisors 
Student Desk Attendants 
Indirect - Student Computer Lab Assistants 
Night Assistants 
Complex Director or Residence Hall Counselor 
Responsibilities: 
As a member of the professional staff, the Graduate Assistant has the responsibility to 
assist with the overall quality and efficiency of the administrative activities of the 
Department of University Housing and Dining Services, especially as they relate to the 
undergraduate residence halls. The Graduate Assistant is expected to use an approach 
which balances sound developmental concepts with a sound management philosophy in 
carrying out the duties listed below. On specific occasions, he/she may be called upon to 
perform additional duties up to and including coordination and supervision of specific 
activities while operating as the Department's sole representative. In fulfilling these 
responsibilities, the Graduate Assistant for Residential Life performs the following 
duties: 
I . To share the total responsibility for the administration of the residence hall with the 
Residence Hall Counselor in one of the larger residence halls. To be in charge of the 
building and its program in the absence of the Residence Hall Counselor in buildings in 
which a Residence Hall Counselor resides. To have responsibility for the administration 
of one of the smaller residence halls in which no Residence Hall Counselor is assigned. 
2. To coordinate and advise residence hall programs in areas identified by the 
Residence Hall Counselor. 
3. To assist with the selection and in service training of the Resident Assistants. 
4. To take responsibility for the selection and training of student desk attendants. 
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5. To assist residents by being available to them as much as possible. This is 
especially true for Graduate Assistants who live on residential floors. 
6. To promote and encourage staff unity and open communication. 
7. To innovate and initiate ideas for hall programs and activities. etc. 
8. To refer students who need special help to appropriate campus resources and 
problem that are beyond his/her ability to the Hall Counselor. 
9. To be knowledgeable regarding both University and Housing and Dining 
Services policies and to be sure that staff and student with whom she/he interacts 
of such policies. To keep current as policies and procedures 
10. To assist in administering the judicial process as directed by your immediate 
supervisor. Expectations in this area of job performance will vary depending 
upon hall assignment. 
11. To foster and promote an environment within the residence halls which is 
inclusive of all individuals, an envirorunent where differences are appreciated 
and celebrated. 
12. Duty: The Graduate Assistant will actively participate as a member of the evening 
emergency contact team. 
13. Work Hours: The Graduate Assistant will be expected to establish and maintain 
regular office hours. The number of hours will vary depending upon the time of 
year. It is anticipated that some of the hours will be scheduled during evenings 
and on weekends. 
14 The Graduate Assistant will be expected to attend regularly scheduled 
departmental staff 
meetings and one-to-one meetings scheduled by her/his supervisor. 
15. Perform other duties as may be assigned by the Residence Hall Counselor and/or 
the Assistant/ Associate Directors of Housing and/or the Director, University 
Housing and Dining Services .. 
APPENDIXB: 
TRAINING SCHEDULE, FALL 1995 
Tuesday, August 1 
Greek Court - ASA House 
5:00p.m. Welcome - Bill Schnackel 
Overview of the schedule - Laura Burdeau 
Overview ofMount Vernon- Laura Burdeau 
Icebreakers/Introductions - Shelly White 
Dinner 
Team Activity & Secret Buddy - Stan Sweeney 
Getting Settled - Patrick Bradley 
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Tour of the town/university court/apts./greek court - new staff 
Transition Groups - new staff 
Wednesday, August 2 
7:30 a.m. Leave for Mount Vernon - Meet at Lawson parking lot 
9:30 a.m. Arrive in Mt. Vernon 
10:00 a.m. Icebreakers - Jody Stone 
10:45 a.m. Housing Expectations - Bill Schnackel 
12 noon Lunch 
1:00 p.m. Facilities and Maintenance - Mark Shaklee 
2:00 p.m. Goal Setting - Bill Schnackel 
3:30p.m. Meet in complexes - Opening checklist/Duty 
4:30 p.m. Meet in buildings 
6:00p.m. Dinner 
7:30p.m. Team Activity - Stan Sweeney and Shelly White 
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(1995 Training Schedule, Continued) 
Thursday, August 3 
8:30 am Breakfast 
9:00 am Professionalism/Ethics/Communication 
9:45 am Area Expectations 
Check out of rooms prior to lunch 
12 noon Lunch 
1:00 pm Customer service - Kelly Miller 
2:15 pm Programming and Wellness - Shelly White 
Evaluation 
3:30 pm Depart for Charleston 
5:30pm Dinner 
Optional evening movie 
Friday, August 4 
Location: Greek Court, ASA House 
NEW DIRECTORS ONLY!!!!!! 
8:00 am Breakfast - Eat at Stevenson 
8:30 am Meet at Andrews Hall 
Tour of Grad office/Payroll/Physical Plant/Benefits - Jody Stone, Stan 
Sweeney and Shelly White 
10:30 am 
11:00 am 
11:30 am 
Picture I.D.s taken at Physical Plant 
Night Assistant Orientation - Kelly Miller 
BSW Manager & Supervisors - Steve Gilbert, Granville Justice & Danny 
Cross 
ANYONE SUPERVISING N.A.S PLUS ALL NEW STAFF 
Lunch - at greek court with all housing staff 
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(1995 Training Schedule, Continued) 
Dinner Stevenson Hall 
Saturday, August 5 
ALL WEEKEND MEALS - EAT AT CARMAN DINING CENTER 
Optional - Coles County Fair - Shelly White 
Monday. August 7 
Location: Greek Court - AST House 
8:00 am Breakfast - Stevenson Hall 
9:00 am Hall Council and Advising - Jody Stone and Laura Burdeau 
10:00 am Desk Operations (ordering supplies, copying/duplicating) - hall directors 
Working with IFC, Panhel, BGC - greek court staff 
11:00 am Supervision - Patrick Bradley 
12 noon Lunch - Stevenson Hall 
1:00 pm Judicial Affairs - Liz Schafer 
2:30pm Roy Lehman 
3:00 pm Commonly Asked Questions - Shelly White and Laura Burdeau 
4:00pm Transition Groups - Stan Sweeney 
5:00pm Dinner - Stevenson Hall 
8:15 pm Optional Evening Bowling - Laura Burdeau 
Tuesday. August 8 
Location: Greek Court, AST House 
8:00 am Breakfast at Stevenson Hall 
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(1995 Training Schedule, Continued) 
8:00 am 
9:00 am 
9:30 am 
12 noon 
1:00 pm 
2:00pm 
Diversity Role Playing 
Overview of RA Orientation - Kris Meseth & Travis McDade 
Emergencies and Crisis Protocol - Keith Kohanzo 
Lunch- Stevenson Hall 
Panther Pals & Panther Preview - Shelly White 
Homecoming Info. Oct 27-29 
Diversity- Shelly White and Ayanna Garrett 
Evaluation 
Thursday, Aug. 1 
5:00 p.m. 
APPENDIXC: 
TRAINING SCHEDULE, FALL 1996 
Icebreaker: Ann Marie Hogan 
All-staff picnic (GAs, RHCs, CDs, Support Staff) 
Dress for volleyball, frisbee, and other games! 
Welcome, Bill Schnackel 
Fox Ridge, Brick Pavilion 
*Immediately following: all-staff scavenger hunt 
Friday, Aug. 2 
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Bring: paper and pen; new staff bring two of the following: driver's license, birth 
certificate and social security card, $2.00 for I.D .. 
8:00 a.m. Breakfast at Tower Dining Service: optional 
Sessions in the Arcola/Tuscola Room, 3rd Floor MLK Union 
8:30 a.m. 
9:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
12:00 p.m. 
Icebreaker: Linda Kenyon 
Welcome/Overview of training 
Question/answer session about training 
Departmental Expectations: 
Counselor job description, dress code, etc. 
Counselor evaluation (explain process) 
Presenter: Bill Schnackel 
Counselor manual: important items to note 
Presenter: Kris Meseth and Ann Marie Hogan 
New Staff: Campus tour, benefits, Student ID 
Returning Staff: Buddy training 
Lunch at Taylor Dining Service 
1:00 p.m. Overview of retreat 
List of things to bring 
Suggested attire 
Who is riding with whom, etc. 
Presenter: Linda Kenyon 
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2:00p.m. 
staff 
Buddy time: parking permit, vehicle registration, e-mail accounts, letters to 
members. 
Saturday, Aug. 3 
Breakfast: Donuts, orange juice, and apple juice provided 
8:00 Meet at Lawson Hall and load vans 
8:20 Depart for Retreat 
11 :30 Check-in at the Inn 
Lunch 
Get settled in rooms 
1 :00 Icebreaker: Becky Kohrmann 
Activity: Linda Kenyon 
1 :15 Mission and Philosophy of the department 
Goal Settting and Strategic Planning 
Bill Schnackel 
2:45 Nuts and Bolts of Hall opening 
Opening Checklists 
(Res. Halls, Greek Ct., Housing Office Grads, and U. Ct. split up) 
Linda Kenyon and Ann Marie Hogan; Kelly Miller; Doris Hamilton 
3 :30-6 p.m. Diversity Training Guest Presenter: Ann Beck 
6:00 p.m. Dinner 
7:00 p.m Team Builder: Ann Marie Hogan 
8:00 on is Free time!!! 
Sunday, Aug. 4 
9:00 Continental Breakfast 
10:00-noon Church time/Free time 
Noon Lunch 
1 :00-2:00 Professionalism/Ethics 
Ethical dilemmas/role play 
Michael Stokes 
2:00-3:30 Area expectations 
Meet with your Complex Director 
3 :30 Shopping or activities on your own 
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5:00-8:00 Dinner at hotel on Housing, optional (wander in when you like) 
8:00-9:00 Bonding: "What's most important to me?" activity 
Linda Kenyon 
Team Builder: Becky Kohrmann 
9:00 on Free time 
Monday, Aug. 5 
9:00 a.m. Continental Breakfast 
10:00 a.m. Depart for Charleston OR stay at retreat location for the day and play! 
Evening Complex hall tours: tour all halls in complex 
Arrange through Complex Directors when you return from retreat 
*Optional meals are at 11 :30 and 5:00 dinner in Carman Dining Center 
*Buddy time: Shop for R.A. welcome kits; make signs for R.A. doors/duty signs; 
signature cards for the bank. 
*Reading assignment: R.A. manual 
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Tuesday, Aug. 6 
8:00 Breakfast at Carman Dining Service, optional 
Sessions at Greek Court, (Black Greek Council house, straight ahead) 
8:45 Review of retreat, question and answer: Linda Kenyon 
9:00 Greek Court Sorority Rush: What is it all about?: Kelly Miller 
9:30 Overview ofR.A. training, Fox Ridge discussion; Boundary Breaking 
In-hall training 
R.A. Training Committee 
10:45 How To Supervise Your R.A.s, D.M.s, N.A.s 
(Evaluation, expectations, accountability, etc.) 
Michael Stokes 
11 :45 Panther Preview and Panther Pals: Shelly White 
12:00 Lunch at Greek Court w/all support staff 
1 :00 The role of the Hall Secretary: Joy Castle 
1 :20 Maintenance: Mark Shaklee 
2:00 New Staff: From Member To Advisor, Making Transitions 
Graig Eichler 
Returning Staff: A New Year, A New Start for Advisors 
Bob Wilczynski 
3:00 Commonly Asked Questions: Becky Kohrmann and Travis McDade 
3:45 Administrative Housing Duties 
Tour of Housing Office; introduction of Support Staff 
Joy Castle 
5:00 Dinner at Jerry's Pizza (Courtesy of Housing) 
Buddy time: office organization, desk organization (if applicable), R.A. 
expectations (give examples and discuss) 
*Readings: Counselor manual judicial section; counselor manual administrative 
section. 
Wednesday, Aug 7 
8:30 Continental Breakfast at Black Greek Council 
House, Greek Court (mandatory) 
Review of previous day, question and answer 
Linda Kenyon 
9 :00 Legal Issues in Housing 
Keith Kohanzo (K3) 
10:00 Policies 
Liz Schafer 
10:30 Procedures (Judicial Hearings, Incident Reports, etc.) 
Liz Schafer 
11 :00 Break 
11: 15 New staff: Judicial hearing role plays 
Liz Schafer and Diana Zuhone 
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Returning staff: Round table, "Famous Naughties I Have Known" 
Keith Kohanzo 
Noon Lunch at Carman Dining Center 
1 :00 Crisis Intervention (SACIS, first aid, emergency protocol, hospital, etc.) 
Keith and Diana 
2:00 Counseling students: Karola Alford, Counseling Center 
3:00 Break 
3:15 C.A.P. Programming Model: Michael Stokes 
4:00 Wrap-up and Evaluation of training sessions; discussion/brainstorm for 
future training sessions: Linda Kenyon (session will be audiotaped for 
future reference) 
5:00 Optional dinner at Carman Dining Center 
*Buddy Time: open agenda 
I 
l 
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APPENDIXD: 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
Social Connectedness: 
1. Did training lend itself to the formation of friendships? If so, which specific 
sessions or elements of the training program assisted you in making friends? 
2. Did training help you to establish a support system? How or why not? What kind 
of support system? 
3. Did training assist you in establishing mentor relationships? What kind of mentor 
relationship? Or why not? 
Confidence: 
4. To what extent did training increase your knowledge about your position and 
responsibilities? Did this help you gain confidence in your abilities to perform your 
duties as an Associate Counselor? In what ways were you more confident? Which 
sessions/components were most valuable in doing so? 
5. Did training make you feel prepared to open your hall? What components of 
training made the difference (or why not?) 
6. Would you normally consider yourself a confident person? 
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(Interview Questions, Continued) 
Job Satisfaction: 
7. To what extent did the training program offer a sufficient range of sessions to 
teach you what you needed to know for the job? 
8. What did you need to learn during training which was not covered? 
9. Did the training program give you a clear idea of what was expected of you? How 
or why not? 
10. Did training make you more satisfied with your decision to work in the EIU 
Housing Department? In what ways? Or why not? 
11. To what extent did training increase or decrease your enthusiasm about beginning 
your job? 
General Reactions: 
12. What were your general reactions to the training you received? 
13. What changes would you recommend for future training programs? 
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APPENDIXE: 
TRIVIA GAME 
The following game was played in the form of the game show, "Classic 
Concentration." Up until this point, the retreat location had been kept a secret. A 
pictorial representation of the words, "Brown County Inn" was drawn on a large sheet of 
paper. Over the paper were puzzle pieces, each of which was numbered (the numbers 
were randomly scattered over the paper). Participants drew numbers, and they were 
asked questions in numerical order. If the person got his/her question correct, the puzzle 
piece was removed, revealing some of the picture. If they got the question wrong, the 
first staff member to raise their hand had the opportunity to guess. As soon as someone 
guessed correctly, the puzzle piece was removed. Each time a puzzle piece was removed, 
the person who answered correctly had one chance to guess the retreat location. The first 
to guess the retreat location from the pictorial drawing received a prize. 
TRIVIA QUESTIONS: 
1. This staff member has been a professional photographer. (Michael Stokes) 
2. This residence hall used to contain the old gym. (Pemberton) 
3. This staff member races cars as a hobby. (Bill) 
4. What is the name of the EIU mascot? (Billy the Panther) 
5. Which organization recycles aluminum cans in our halls? (NRHH) 
6. This facility houses 4 Greek-letter organizations. (Building 8, BGC, Sigma Gamma 
Rho, Delta Sigma Theta, Zeta Phi Beta, Phi Beta Sigma) 
7. On what date do classes begin? (Mon., Aug. 19, 1996) 
8. What is the capital oflllinois? (Springfield) 
9. These two staff members share the same birthday in August. (Meghan & Ann Marie) 
10. This staff member used to work in a correctional facility. (Judy) 
11. These staff members are planning summer weddings. (Linda and Kris) 
12. What is the name of the manicurist in Palmolive dishwashing liquid commercials? 
13. What is the name of the vehicle Scooby Doo and Friends use? (The Mystery Machine) 
14. In what year was the old "Panther Lair" men's dormitory destroyed by fire? (C.) 
A. 1982 
B. 1925 
C. 1942 
15. What is the name of the Ghost that allegedly lives on 4th floor Pemberton? (Mary 
Hawkins) 
16. What is the Charleston Zip Code? 
17. How many continents are there in the world? 
18. T or F - The Mona Lisa is 2'6" x l '9" in size. (T) 
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(Trivia Game, Continued) 
19. Which country won the Olympic team Gold Medal in women's gymnastics? (USA) 
20. Name the state bird or flower ofIL? (Cardinal and Violet) 
21. Name the 6 Brady Bunch kids. (Greg, Peter, Bobby, Marcia, Jan, Cindy) 
22. What was the name used by Elsa Miranda when she sang a banana commercial for the 
United Fruit Company? (Chiquita Banana) 
23. Who is the head coach ofEIU's football team? (Coach Spoo) 
24. In what year did Eastern graduate its first class? (C.) 
A 1898 
B. 1902 
c. 1900 
25. In what year did IL become a state in the Union? (A) 
A 1818 
B. 1830 
C. 1720 
26. This staff member is legendary for his/her chocolate chip cookies. (Barb Busch) 
27. Who said, "Everything is funny as long as it is happening to someone else," and has a 
movie theatre named after him in Charleston? (Will Rogers) 
28. What is the final line of every verse of "London Bridge?" (My Fair Lady) 
29. This residence hall's dining center was newly remodeled last year (Taylor) 
30. On October 7, 1994, this hall was on fire. (Carman) 
31. Name EIU's newest residence hall (excluding Greek court). (Carman) 
32. How many teaspoons are in a tablespoon? (3) 
33. This dining service is open longest at lunchtime during the school year. (Triad) 
34. This staff member came to us from the University of Nebraska-Kearney. (Dave 
Peers) 
35. This hall's top floor also serves as a weather service lookout. (Stevenson) 
36. Name the ingredients in a Big Mac. (2 all beef patties, special sauce, lettuce, cheese, 
pickles, onions, sesame seed bun) 
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APPENDIXF: 
SCAVENGER HUNT ACTIVITY 
The following activity was conducted on the first night of training. This activity was 
meant to help people relax, have fun, and to get to know one another right away. 
Rules: All team members except for one MUST be in every picture. The person who is 
not in the picture will be taking the photo. You must have a DIFFERENT person taking 
the photo each time (the same person cannot take all of the pictures). The first item is 
required in order for your team to qualify. All other items are optional, with point values 
according to difficulty. The object of the game is to get the most points. You have 27 
exposures. You may take as few or as many as possible, but you must get at least 150 
points to qualify. The team with the most points will win a fabulous prize! Good Luck 
and Have Fun! 
Required: 
Each group member in an individual picture acting out their future career or dream job 
10 Points: 
Group in a cheerleader pose 
Group lying on the ground or floor in a circle, with heads in the center 
Group saluting an American Flag as though you just won the Olympics 
15 Points: 
Group in a group hug outside of Counseling Center 
Group sitting on the Panther outside of Marty's 
Group in a ''thinker" pose outside Booth Library 
25 Points: 
Group playing on playground equipment at a park 
Group walking through the McDonald's drive-up window 
Group sitting on discarded bicycles in the bike racks outside of a residence hall 
Group in a "Charlie's Angels" pose in front of a van 
Group in a picture with a Taco Bell Worker in uniform 
Group playing leapfrog by the campus pond 
Group posing like a movie poster (by the poster) in front of Will Rogers Theater 
Group sliding down a banister 
Group sliding into home base on a baseball field 
Group playing "Ring-Around-the-Rosie" around a bed of flowers 
Group carrying a "dying victim" into Health Service 
Group head banging in front of Positively 4th Street Records 
Group acting like Medieval warriors in front of Old Main 
(Scavenger Hunt Activity, Continued) 
30 Points: 
Group in a bathtub 
Group in a cornfield 
Group pretending to tee off outside a golf course 
Group doing the tango in front ofWilb-WaJker store 
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Group member inside a clothes dryer, with other group members beside him/her 
35 Points: 
Entire group licking one or more ice cream cones outside Dairy Queen 
Group with their clothing on backwards 
Group doing sexy poses in front of Panthers 
40 Points: 
Group doing headstands and/or handstands 
Group in an outhouse, with all heads sticking outside of the door 
Group doing chalk-body poses outside of the Charleston Police Department 
Group in the trunk of a car 
Group in a tree 
50 Points: 
Group kissing the foot of Lincoln's statue at Springhaven (ask for directions) 
Group square dancing in front of a barn 
Group member being handcuffed by a UPD officer, with other group members in 
background 
Group posing like airplanes in front of the Coles County Airport sign 
100 Points: 
Group jnmpinglnto the University Court swimming pool with all of their clothes on 
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APPENDIXG: 
SAMPLE MEMO FOR PRESENTER(S) 
To: Keith Kohanzo, Diana Zuhone, and Liz Schafer 
From: Linda R. Kenyon & Counselor Training Committee 
Re: Counselor Training 
Date: July 27, 1996 
On behalf of the Counselor Training Committee, I would like to thank you for agreeing to 
present a session during training. If you would like more information on what is to be 
included in your session(s), please contact me at #2478. Below are the sessions you have 
agreed to present, along with some topical areas we would like you to include: 
Wednesday, Aug. 7 
9:00 - 10:00 a.m. Legal Issues In Housing (K3) 
* Please include contractual agreements, areas in which staff 
members are vulnerable to liability, and any other 
information which is relevant. 
10:00 - 10:30 a.m. Policies (Liz) 
10:30 - 11 :00 a.m. Procedures (Liz) 
* Please Include how we deal with students, how to 
conduct a judicial hearing, "clouding tactics" students use in 
hearings and relevant paperwork we use. 
11: 15 - Noon Judicial Hearing Role Plays (Liz & Diana): new staff 
1:00 - 2:00 
Famous Naughties I Have Known (K3): returners 
Crisis Intervention 
* Please include information on SACIS, First Aid, 
Emergency Protocol, Hospital, Etc .. (K3 and Diana) 
Based on feedback from participants in last year's training program, there are a few things 
we would like you to consider for your presentation. First, be very specific with your 
information. Second, try to involve participants; have some interaction in your session. 
Third, make sure the information you are covering is practical and applicable to the 
position. And fmally, have fun!!! Thanks again for all of your help! 
